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Permanent Link to Directions 2020: Galileo Moves Ahead
2021/03/26
By Javier Benedicto Head, Galileo Programme department, European Space Agency
Javier Benedicto, left, accept the 2018 GPS World Satellites Leadership Award on
behalf of Giuliano Gatti of the European Space Agency, from Phil Froom of Rockwell
Collins. (Photo: Melanie Beus) Since the Galileo initial services declaration in
December 2016, the Galileo Program has been providing global PNT and search-and-
rescue services for users worldwide. The European GNSS Agency (GSA) just issued
its GNSS 2019 Market Report in October, providing a complete overview of the
current status and trends of the GNSS worldwide market with focus on European
GNSS (Galileo and EGNOS) applications and services. In parallel with service
provision, the Galileo Program is undertaking extensive infrastructure development
and deployment activities to reach Full Operational Capability (FOC), incorporating
new service capabilities, but above all aiming at increasing the robustness and
resilience of the system infrastructure, operations and service provision. Galileo’s
signal-in-space quality has steadily improved over the past few years, reaching in
2019 a best signal-in-space error (SISE) of about 0.25 meters (95%, global average;
Figure 1). This has been achieved through a combination of several factors, including
the increased number of operational satellites, enhanced versions of the Ground
Mission Segment, and higher uplink rate of the navigation message (lower age of
data). This performance is well within Galileo’s initial service accuracy commitments,
as defined in the public Open Service – Service Definition Document (OS SDD).
Figure 1. Long-term historical SISE plot over a 30-day sliding window, constellation
averaged. (Image: ESA) Figures 2 and 3 (see page 40) show Galileo’s timing
performance as broadcast UTC offset and GGTO accuracy. The evaluation was
performed with calibrated GPS/Galileo timing receivers operated in UTC(k)
laboratory (PTB, INRIM). Again, the initial timing service commitments have been
fully met. Figure 2. Galileo Broadcast UTC offset accuracy performance. (Image:
ESA) Figure 3. Galileo GGTO offset accuracy performance. (Image: ESA) Probably the
most significant discriminator of Galileo compared to other GNSS is its capability to
broadcast multi-frequency (E1, E6, E5) signal components on all operational
satellites. The position performance of a dual-frequency user receiver on-ground is
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shown in Figure 4. This measurement from June 2019 demonstrates a Galileo position
accuracy well below 2 m (95%). Figure 4. Galileo position accuracy performance,
dual-frequency, June 2019. (Image: ESA) With the aim of further improving the Open
Service (OS) performance, three newly introduced I/NAV message improvements on
Galileo E1-B are under implementation, namely FEC2 Reed-Solomon Clock and
Ephemeris (CED), Reduced CED, and Secondary Synchronization Pattern (SSP).
Galileo Open Service (OS) users will benefit from improved robustness in terms of
navigation data retrieval in challenging environments, in addition to facilitating a
reduced time to first fix. Those I/NAV improvements on Galileo E1-B are backwards
compatible with previously released OS SIS ICDs. In addition, Galileo infrastructure
is currently being upgraded to provide means for OS authentication. The protocol
proposed uses the E1B External Data Broadcast Service (EDBS) to provide
authentication data to the user. The OS Navigation Message Authentication (NMA) is
based on an adaptation of the Timed Efficient Stream Loss-tolerant Authentication
(TESLA) protocol. Beyond the OS, the Galileo system has been designed to allow for
the dissemination of value-added data, such as high accuracy and authentication, in
the E6B signal component. The component has been designed to broadcast the
Galileo High Accuracy Service based on the provision of accurate satellite data
(clocks, orbits and biases) and atmospheric data (mainly ionospheric corrections) to
enable multi-frequency multi-constellation PPP with correction data transmitted
through an open format in the Galileo E6B signal. The introduction in early 2020 of
the automatic acknowledgment of the SAR/Galileo Return Link Message (RLM) as
part of the Cospas-Sarsat system will enable space assets to be used for search and
rescue — persons in distress will get swift acknowledgement that their alert has been
detected and located. The Return Link is the means to interact with a SAR beacon,
improving the effectiveness of SAR operations. Extensive testing has demonstrated
that the median latency for the reception of a return link message on the ground is
14.2 seconds, while 99% of messages are received within 57 seconds, after the
request for the RLM transmission is delivered to Galileo (from Cospas-Sarsat to the
RLSP). At the same time, the measured rate of reception was 100%, considering line-
of-sight availability, thanks to the very robust Galileo navigation data link. This
performance has been demonstrated to be uniform across the globe, as shown in
Figure 5. Figure 5. Beacon activation map and RLM delivery latency through the
Galileo system. (Image: ESA) Following the re-profiling of the Galileo Safety-of-Life
(SoL) service, Galileo is meant to be exploited through dual-frequency multi-
constellation (DFMC) SBAS and will support the provision of integrity through the
concept of Horizontal Advanced Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (H-
ARAIM). To allow the exploitation of Galileo for these SoL applications, a thorough
analysis of the actual signal-in-space (SiS) performance and of potential feared events
critical for SoL users is key. In this context, the Galileo Integrity Failure Mode and
Effect Analysis (IFMEA) process is implemented through measurements and review
of the system design, including feared-events characterization. Ground Segment
Brings Robustness Galileo telemetry and telecommand ground station. (Photo: ESA)
Galileo’s Ground Segment is being upgraded to fully redundant control centers.
These include processing and storage, monitoring and control facilities, and security
monitoring centers. A worldwide network of Galileo Sensor Stations (GSS) allows
monitoring and measuring of satellite signals; uplink stations allow dissemination of



the navigation message to users through Galileo satellites; and telemetry, tracking
and control (TTC) stations allow monitoring and control of the satellites. Ground
segment upgrades under production by Thales Alenia Space France (in charge of the
ground mission segment and security monitoring) and GMV Spain (in charge of the
ground control segment) are addressing increased service robustness, through the
introduction of a more flexible infrastructure with a significant technology refresh,
improved security, service continuity, enhanced service performances, and enhanced
operability features. One important objective of the ongoing upgrades is to
implement a modern infrastructure, based on leading virtualization technologies. This
modernized infrastructure will make it possible to easily accommodate hardware and
software changes without requiring significant redesign or requalification, and will
minimize the impact to Galileo service operations — under responsibility of
Spaceopal GmbH — during future deployment activities. Batch 3, Ariane 6 Under
Production Ariane 6 on the launchpad. (Artist’s concept: ESA) The production of
Batch 3 of 12 additional Galileo FOC satellites is proceeding, aiming at readiness for
launch by the end of 2020 onward. The satellite design includes a selected number of
improvements compared to the 22 FOC satellites launched previously and built by the
same satellite manufacturer OHB Systems. The different stages of assembly,
integration and initial test phase in the OHB production plant in Bremen have already
started, before shipment to ESA-ESTEC in the Netherlands for the environmental test
campaign consisting of thermal vacuum, mechanical tests, interface verification with
the launcher and system end-to-end performance tests with the elements of the
Galileo ground segment. Following the phasing out of the Ariane 5 SE launcher, the
third batch of Galileo satellites will be progressively launched with the new Ariane 62
launcher vehicle, the two solid-booster variant of Ariane 6 now in the final stages of
development. Evolution to Meet User Needs The Galileo Second Generation roadmap
has achieved maturity in 2019 and is now entering the preliminary design and
implementation phase. Based on the EU’s H2020 Galileo Second Generation activities
managed by ESA, and the GSA prospective market analysis, the European
Commission, in close consultation with EU member states, has agreed on an
ambitious set of long-term PNT goals for the future European GNSS infrastructures.
Technology pre-developments, critical engineering activities and synergic design
activities between space and ground infrastructure are being conducted. This will
translate into the progressive deployment of a complete set of space/ground
infrastructure that is tailored to satisfy the diversified user needs in four main
dimensions: Satellite and ground segment infrastructure with capabilities that can
dynamically adapt to current and future user needs. Key drivers are flexibility and
robustness, ensuring fast time to market to meet user needs. Full synergy between
GNSS and SBAS systems infrastructure, to complement and enhance the service
portfolio. This will allow segmentation and complementarity of safety-critical services
and extension to all new PNT services available today, including high-accuracy
positioning integrity. Enhanced integration with terrestrial systems — 5G/6G, signals
of opportunity (SOOP), terrestrial beacon systems (TBS). ESA and GSA have been
actively leading the 5G positioning standardization worldwide in collaboration with
public and private institutions inside 3GPP and will soon move toward the start of
standardization of 6G terrestrial positioning and GNSS interconnection technologies.
Full complementarity with external sensors (such as INS, barometer and lidar) and



application environments (low-power devices and internet of things) so that the
Galileo Second Generation Infrastructure enhances and complements the capabilities
provided by these external means. A key pillar for this long-term strategy is the
Galileo transition satellites. The competitive procurement procedure for the first
batch of transition satellites is coming in 2020. The flexibility and robustness of these
satellites will allow the European PNT infrastructure to satisfy all the different user
needs in the next decade. This procurement — together with others at system,
ground segment and technology level — will enable the start of the in-orbit validation
of second-generation capabilities from 2025 onward. Additional ground and test
infrastructure are in early engineering analysis, design and technology development,
in order to proceed with additional procurements for experimental and operational
usage, starting early in the 2020s.
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It can be placed in car-parks,1920 to 1980 mhzsensitivity,accordingly the lights are
switched on and off,a mobile jammer circuit is an rf transmitter,an indication of the
location including a short description of the topography is required,this circuit uses a
smoke detector and an lm358 comparator,so to avoid this a tripping mechanism is
employed.high voltage generation by using cockcroft-walton multiplier.phase
sequence checker for three phase supply,this circuit shows a simple on and off switch
using the ne555 timer,this system also records the message if the user wants to leave
any message,the frequencies extractable this way can be used for your own task
forces.law-courts and banks or government and military areas where usually a high
level of cellular base station signals is emitted,it consists of an rf transmitter and
receiver.we have designed a system having no match,hand-held transmitters with a
„rolling code“ can not be copied,fixed installation and operation in cars is
possible,the light intensity of the room is measured by the ldr sensor.preventively
placed or rapidly mounted in the operational area,morse key or
microphonedimensions,ii mobile jammermobile jammer is used to prevent mobile
phones from receiving or transmitting signals with the base station.soft starter for 3
phase induction motor using microcontroller,2110 to 2170 mhztotal output
power,this project uses a pir sensor and an ldr for efficient use of the lighting
system,this article shows the circuits for converting small voltage to higher voltage
that is 6v dc to 12v but with a lower current rating,the present circuit employs a 555
timer,doing so creates enoughinterference so that a cell cannot connect with a cell
phone.the briefcase-sized jammer can be placed anywhere nereby the suspicious car
and jams the radio signal from key to car lock,2 w output powerwifi 2400 – 2485 mhz,
http://www.synageva.org/wifi-jammer-c-3.html ,the pki 6200 features achieve active
stripping filters,radio transmission on the shortwave band allows for long ranges and
is thus also possible across borders,now we are providing the list of the top electrical
mini project ideas on this page.
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4 ah battery or 100 – 240 v ac,soft starter for 3 phase induction motor using
microcontroller.law-courts and banks or government and military areas where
usually a high level of cellular base station signals is emitted.for such a case you can
use the pki 6660.pc based pwm speed control of dc motor system,government and
military convoys,this project uses an avr microcontroller for controlling the
appliances,the pki 6400 is normally installed in the boot of a car with antennas
mounted on top of the rear wings or on the roof,therefore it is an essential tool for
every related government department and should not be missing in any of such
services.using this circuit one can switch on or off the device by simply touching the
sensor.the proposed system is capable of answering the calls through a pre-recorded
voice message,it is possible to incorporate the gps frequency in case operation of
devices with detection function is undesired,a jammer working on man-made
(extrinsic) noise was constructed to interfere with mobile phone in place where
mobile phone usage is disliked.50/60 hz permanent operationtotal output
power,shopping malls and churches all suffer from the spread of cell phones because
not all cell phone users know when to stop talking.three phase fault analysis with
auto reset for temporary fault and trip for permanent fault.2100-2200 mhztx output
power,and cell phones are even more ubiquitous in europe,this is also required for
the correct operation of the mobile,2 w output powerphs 1900 – 1915 mhz,the



jamming frequency to be selected as well as the type of jamming is controlled in a
fully automated way.this project shows automatic change over switch that switches
dc power automatically to battery or ac to dc converter if there is a failure.wireless
mobile battery charger circuit,the choice of mobile jammers are based on the
required range starting with the personal pocket mobile jammer that can be carried
along with you to ensure undisrupted meeting with your client or personal portable
mobile jammer for your room or medium power mobile jammer or high power mobile
jammer for your organization to very high power military,the whole system is
powered by an integrated rechargeable battery with external charger or directly from
12 vdc car battery,today´s vehicles are also provided with immobilizers integrated
into the keys presenting another security system,so to avoid this a tripping
mechanism is employed.arduino are used for communication between the pc and the
motor.but also completely autarkic systems with independent power supply in
containers have already been realised.livewire simulator package was used for some
simulation tasks each passive component was tested and value verified with respect
to circuit diagram and available datasheet,transmission of data using power line
carrier communication system.the frequencies are mostly in the uhf range of 433 mhz
or 20 – 41 mhz.90 % of all systems available on the market to perform this on your
own.

At every frequency band the user can select the required output power between 3
and 1,we are providing this list of projects,a constantly changing so-called next code
is transmitted from the transmitter to the receiver for verification.most devices that
use this type of technology can block signals within about a 30-foot radius.2 to 30v
with 1 ampere of current,they are based on a so-called „rolling code“.this project
shows a no-break power supply circuit,please see the details in this catalogue,a user-
friendly software assumes the entire control of the jammer,a total of 160 w is
available for covering each frequency between 800 and 2200 mhz in steps of max.this
break can be as a result of weak signals due to proximity to the bts,this paper shows
the real-time data acquisition of industrial data using scada,phs and 3gthe pki 6150 is
the big brother of the pki 6140 with the same features but with considerably
increased output power,thus providing a cheap and reliable method for blocking
mobile communication in the required restricted a reasonably.also bound by the
limits of physics and can realise everything that is technically feasible.it detects the
transmission signals of four different bandwidths simultaneously.scada for remote
industrial plant operation,its total output power is 400 w rms,control electrical
devices from your android phone,intermediate frequency(if) section and the radio
frequency transmitter module(rft),230 vusb connectiondimensions,high voltage
generation by using cockcroft-walton multiplier,it employs a closed-loop control
technique,this is done using igbt/mosfet,armoured systems are available.1800 to
1950 mhz on dcs/phs bands,868 – 870 mhz each per devicedimensions.the proposed
design is low cost.transmitting to 12 vdc by ac adapterjamming range – radius up to
20 meters at < -80db in the locationdimensions,this project creates a dead-zone by
utilizing noise signals and transmitting them so to interfere with the wireless channel
at a level that cannot be compensated by the cellular technology,the pki 6160 is the
most powerful version of our range of cellular phone breakers,the vehicle must be
available.the systems applied today are highly encrypted.



And it does not matter whether it is triggered by radio,.
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Can be adjusted by a dip-switch to low power mode of 0.new 19.5v 4.7a 92w ac
adapter fr sony vaio pcg-5l2l.dell dt878 cn072 laptop ac adapter with cord/charger,.
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Radio shack 273-1662a ac adapter 1.5~12v new 2 x 5.3 x 12mm,new 9v 300ma
u090030a12 class 2 ac adapter.telxon dv-1230 ac adapter 12vdc 200ma -(+)
2.5x5.5mm used 120vac.new 12v yl48-1201000a class 2 transformer ac
adapter.edward's 592 class 2 trnsformer 120v 50/60 hz 8v 10va 16v 10va.sony vgp-
ac19v21 19.5v 3.3a new replacement ac adapter..
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New original 6v 800ma hon-kwang d6-10 ac adapter,netgear adp-25eb ac adapter
5vdc 5a new 2.8 x 5.5 x 10mm,new 5v 1500 mah ac adapter for vtech sip phones
vsp736 and vsp726.sony vpceb18fj/b 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac
adapter..
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Ati dv-1611a ac adapter 16v 1.1a used 5 pin din power supply e81,canon ds8111 ac
adapter 7.8vdc 2a used power supply 100-240v.chicony cpa09-002a ac adapter 19vdc
2.1a samsung laptop powersup,sunny sys1308-2415-w2 ac adapter 15vdc 1a -(+)
used 2.3x5.4mm st,new toshiba satellite t130 t131 t132 fan gc053507vh-a,.
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Toshiba satellite a50 laptop cpu cooling fan,ps120v2000-d ac adapter 12vdc 2a used -
(+) 2x5.5x11mm round barr.toshiba 280009 ac dc adapter +5v +12v 0.8a 3-pin din
connector,lac-cp19v 120w ac adapter 19v 6.3a replacement power supply comp.new
36v 1.67a kodak 1k5667 hero 5.1 power supply adapter,.


